Smart substation is an intelligent substation which adopts advanced, reliable and ecofriendly techniques. It can finish the basic functions of collection, measure, protection and test automatically, meanwhile, advanced capabilities like automatic control, intelligent adjustment and online decision analysis can be realized, either. As one of the core platforms in strong smart grid, smart substation has not long but the rapid development and broad prospects. At present, the standardized design specification applicable to the relay protection and assist device of smart substation has been released in succession. However, the plant parameters of smart substation, for example, function configuration, are described by each manufacturer separately, and it is not enough to form a complete second allocation standard model. This paper provides a technical proposal which test Substation Configuration Description (SCD) file of smart substation based on business rules, and it can be roughly divided into 3 steps: the definition of basic model, the definition of project template and SCD file test. The classification of templates applied in the definition is listed under relevant steps. What's more, detailed steps are demonstrated and explained under every key step. And an example of standardized smart device template is given at the end of this paper.
Introduction
As the smart substation is energetically promoted, the standardized design specification applicable to the relay protection and assist device of smart substation has been proposed in succession. Although information like the functional configuration of relay protection under different voltage level and primary connection mode is set, it has been described in ICD, while the description is made on the basis of SCL model of each manufacturer. Although certain relevance can be guaranteed according to some standardized practice in relative standard, the complete second allocation standard model cannot be formed. So establishing a standardized model which can be used in detection is a technical difficulty.
Recent communication technology and information processing technology are applied in smart substation, compared with conventional substation; the structure and pattern are revolutionized. In conventional substation, the message communication among devices is realized by using cables and the circuit information among terminals is described by design layout, while in the smart substation, the information communication which fits IEC61850 is realized from network signals and the circuit information among terminals is described by the Substation Configuration Description (SCD) files, which fit SCL semantics. The concept of virtual terminal is promoted corresponding to actual terminal to make it more understandable for professional [1] [2] .
Domestic SCD documents are basically designed by the project planners or adjustors who make one-to-one association between input virtual terminal and output virtual terminal, also the virtual secondary circuit is formed and written into SCD documents, since each substation project should be done again, which leads the circuit allocation workload of each substation is heavy and the reusability is poor. What's more, the amount of virtual circuits in each smart substation is relatively huge, and the exam and verification of these circuits are conducted by field commissioning test, while the circuit errors in SCD document may lead to the heavy workload of repeat commission in project commissioning field. If the allocation plan of smart device in SCD, device virtual terminal, virtual secondary circuit can be examined and verified on the basis of operation before project field commissioning, the commissioning efficiency at project site can be increased [3] .
As the construction of smart substation is promoted, the device standardization level is greatly improved. Relevant technical specification and standard have been released which offer possibility to the test of smart substation allocation files based on operating rules.
Technical proposal
Compared with conventional substation, the structure and pattern of smart substation revolutionized. In conventional substation, signal transmission is realized by the connection of cables, and there are one-to-one correspond between signal and cable; while in smart substation, signals are transferred through the net in smart devices, and the cables can reflect the combination relation in communication at most, and it cannot describe the real functional interoperability and interworking. At present, the design of smart substation should focus on the design of the virtual terminal and circuit instead of secondary circuit design, and the communication pipes should be designed. The representation method of correspondence between virtual circuit signal and communication cable is involved. In most of designing institute, the virtual terminal and circuit are designed separately, and the physical connection graph is expressed separately, which leads to the disconnection between physical pipe and logical virtual circuit. The method in this paper aims to solve the problems above [4] [5] .
To realize the target, the technical plan is applied in this paper.
Fig.1 Total procedure of the test method
Step 3. Define the substation design scheme rule template a) Define the substation design scheme rule templates on the basis of the voltage level and primary connection mode one by one b) All the bay type involved in design scheme rule template are well-defined c) There is a one-to-one match between every bay and bay type, which means the virtual secondary circuit subset between smart devices, is the same with the definition of bay type template.
d) The virtual secondary circuit subset between the smart device in every bay and other bay should be well-defined.
Step 3: SCD file test The test of smart device allocation scheme Fig.3 Program test process 1) On the basis of IEC61850 and the grammar definition of SCD file in Q/GDW1396-2012 IEC61850 Engineering relay protection application model , analyze the tested SCD, so the substation voltage level, primary connection mode, bay type and smart device which are defined in SCD file are obtained 2) According to the substation voltage level and primary connection mode, ensure suitable substation design scheme rule template during test.
3) Test of the bay type defined in substation design scheme rule template is the same as the one in SCD file or not, the judgment method is that every type of bay defined in substation design scheme rule template should have one living example 4) Test of the definition of smart device in every bay type defined in substation design scheme rule template is similar to the description in SCD file or not, the judgment method is that the type and quantity of smart device defined in substation design scheme rule template are similar to the description in SCD file. Fig.4 Terminal test process 1) On the basis of IEC61850 and the grammar definition of SCD file in Q/GDW1396-2012 << IEC61850 Engineering relay protection application model>>, analyze the tested SCD, so the substation voltage level, primary connection mode, bay type, smart devices in bays, the input and output virtual terminals of smart devices which are defined in SCD file are obtained.
The test of virtual input and output terminal in smart device
2) Ensure the standardized smart device template applied in test according to the substation voltage level, primary connection type, bay type, equipment function type, protection type and protection basic model number code.
3) Aiming at the similarity between the description of smart device in SCD file and standardized smart equipment, the judgement standards are:
a) The name and quantity of input virtual terminal of smart device in SCD file are similar to those in standardized smart device template.
b) The name and quantity of output virtual terminal of smart device in SCD file are similar to those in standardized smart device template. 4) Test all the smart devices in SCD file circularly 3. The test of virtual secondary circuit between smart devices
Fig.5 Test process of virtual secondary circuit
1) On the basis of IEC61850 and the grammar definition of SCD file in Q/GDW1396-2012 《IEC61850 Engineering relay protection application model》, analyze the tested SCD, so the substation voltage level, primary connection mode, bay type, smart device and virtual secondary circuit subset between smart devices which are defined in SCD file are obtained 2) On the basis of substation voltage level, primary main connection mode, ensure the substation design scheme rule template during test.
3) Test the virtual secondary circuit subset between one smart device and another one by one, and the test items are as follows:
a) The test of virtual secondary circuit in bays Ensure the bay type template according to the bay of smart device, check the similarity between the smart device and the others in the bay, and the judgement method is that the circuit quantities in virtual signal circuit subset are the same, and the names of input and output virtual terminal are the same in every circuit b) The test of virtual secondary circuit between bays According to the selected substation design scheme rule template, check the similarity between the smart device and the others in the bay, and the judgement method is that the circuit quantities in virtual signal circuit subset are the same, and the names of input and output virtual terminal are the same in every circuit. 
Conclusion
This paper provides a test method of SCD file on the basis of a business rule, which is based on the great improvement of industrious device standardization level. It defines the model of business rule, standard smart device model, new terminal model and other project model. What's more, it automatically test the configuration plan of smart device in SCD file, input and output virtual terminal of smart device and virtual secondary circuit of smart device, so the file error can be detected after the design of substation project, which ensured the efficiency of design and test, and shortened the design cycle and test cycle.
